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Carbon Monoxide  
The Invisible Safety 
Issue  
 

If you have a gas or wood heating unit 
in your home, you should have a 
Carbon Monoxide Detector 

Carbon monoxide is an invisible gas that has no 
odor and can be impossible to detect without 
the proper testing equipment. In fact, many 
people often blame the detector for being 
defective and unplug the unit because they 
cannot see or smell anything. This is why two 
detectors are a good idea or installing a unit 
with a digital display.  
 

 
 
Carbon monoxide can enter a room from the 
ceiling or floor level from a hot or cold source. 
When the gas replaces the oxygen in a room it 
can cause death by affixation. When most 
healthy people are awake they can sense 
issues with air quality and react by ventilating or 
leaving the area.  
It is recommended by many manufactures to 
install the units on each level, you sleep on, as 

your highest safety risk is when you are sleeping. 
Installing a carbon monoxide in a wall receptacle 
works well for floor level beds but could offer a 
limited warning for someone sleeping in a top 
bunk bed.  
 
Natural gas is naturally corrosive and causes 
metal components to deteriorate and it is simply a 
matter of time 
before your 
heating 
appliance will 
need repairs 
or 
replacement. It 
is the faulty 
equipment that 
typically cases 
problems with 
carbon monoxide.  
Carbon monoxide can come from a source outside 
the home as well, such as vehicle exhaust. Never 
use portable open combustion heating or cooking 
appliance indoors or in a confined space such as a 
garage where the oxygen in the room could be 
depleted.  
 

Take extra care using gas heating appliances 
during a power outage and ventilate during the 
outage as your detectors will not be working. 
Never bring combustion appliances indoors 
such as outdoor heaters or generators. 
 
Home inspections have detected countless safety 
issues over the last few decades and continue to 
save lives and help make our homes safer.  
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